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Abstract: Using a simulation approach, and with collaboration among peers, this paper is intended to improve the understanding of sampling distributions (SD) and the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) as the main concepts behind inferential statistics. By demonstrating with a hands-on approach how a simulated sampling distribution performs when the data used has different probability distributions, we expect to clarify the notion of the Central Limit Theorem, and the use of samples in the hypothesis testing process for populations. This paper will discuss an initial stage to create random samples from a given population (using Excel) with collaboration of the students, which has been tested in the classroom. Then, based on that experience, a second stage in which we created an online simulation, controlled by the professor, and in which the students will participate during class time using an electronic device connected to internet. Students will create simple random samples from a variety of probability distributions simulated online in a collaborative way. Once the samples are generated, the instructor will combine and summarize the resulting sample statistics using histograms and the results will be discussed with the students. The objective is to teach some of the central topics of introductory statistics, the Central Limit Theorem and sampling distributions with an interactive and engaging approach.
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1. Introduction

At the core of the statistics field, there is a fundamental concept which students find difficult to understand. It is the Central Limit Theorem and how it provides the foundation for using a random sample to make inferences about any population. This idea is vital for inferential statistics, one of the main objectives of any introductory statistics course, and critical knowledge for any statistics practitioner. As Cobb and McClain mentioned, statistics education first should “focus on developing central statistics ideas rather than on presenting set of tools and procedures” [1]. One of these central ideas is the Central Limit Theorem. As this is not a trivial concept, students are generally puzzled in how to interpret this theorem and they learn its theoretical framework without a clear understanding of its implications.

The aim of this paper is to create an engaging way to teach the Central Limit Theorem with an experiment based on simulations of probability distributions and their corresponding sampling distributions. The students will collaborate by creating their samples as part of a single sampling distribution, making them an active part of the simulation and creating a more engaging environment during class. The main difference of this approach and other existing simulations is that the group
will work together to create a sampling distribution, for which the statistics will be analysed as a group effort.

This paper includes the following sections: the first section discusses how other sampling distribution simulators have approached the topic and which areas of opportunity were identified. The second section presents a different and innovative approach by emphasizing collaboration among peers while performing simulations. The paper then explains how this simulation works and what it has been our experience with collaborative effort in simulations using Excel in the classroom. Then, we discussed future paths for research describing an experimental design, which is in planning stage. The paper concludes referring to the results obtained by the simulation and its application to the Central Limit Theorem and sampling distributions.

2. Related Work and Areas of Opportunity

To explain the Central Limit Theorem and sampling distribution in introductory statistics courses, instructors have resourced to the use of simulations allowing them to replicate realistic scenarios for the students to understand these topics in an intuitive way. However, the use of simulations is not exempt of issues. As it is explained by Hodgson and Burke, some students have difficulty understanding the logic of the simulation and assume “one must draw multiple samples in order to make valid statistical inferences” [2].

In order to use sampling distributions for statistical inference, students must learn three fundamental properties of the sampling distribution of the mean (SDM) with the assumption of selecting random samples of size n. These properties are:

1. “mean $\mu_{\bar{x}_n}$, equal to the mean of the population: $\mu_{\bar{x}_n} = \mu$
2. standard deviation, $\sigma_{\bar{x}_n}$, equal to the standard deviation of the population divided by the square root of the sample size: $\sigma_{\bar{x}_n} = \sigma / \sqrt{n}$
3. (Central Limit Theorem) a shape that is normal if the population is normal; for other populations with finite mean and variance, the shape becomes more normal as n increases” [3].

The current approach to simulations of the SD has some challenges. We identified three areas of improvement while comparing this project with the available resources used to run simulations.

The first problem arises when simulations are performed by demonstration only. In this case, students play a role of spectators while the instructor demonstrates the simulation. Even though the simulation is explained in detail, students do not develop a clear understanding of the SDM and its properties.

The second problem occurs when each student creates his own simulated sampling distribution. Therefore, multiple simulated sampling distributions are created, making it difficult for the students to understand the reason behind that, and it enforces the incorrect idea of having to create multiple samples in order to make inferences.

The third problem results from not having an accurate measure of the effect, if any, of using simulations to teach the CLT and SDM, so there is no evidence of the benefits that students are obtaining through this approach. A deficient job has been done to document the effect of using simulations and how different ways to do it, can report different results. We were unable to identify a robust experimental design focused on the effect of simulations to explain the CLT. Thus, as the following steps of this project, we will address that gap by using an experimental design to measure the effect of simulation of sampling distributions in the learning process.

3. Methods

By creating a simulation of different probability distributions (Normal, Uniform, Exponential) and with students’ collaboration who will generate $n$ random samples from each of these distributions, we can develop simulated sampling distributions of the mean from each of these probability distributions. Then, by using data visualization, we will provide evidence to the students
about the original probability distribution, and how the simulated sampling distribution is shaped once we have grouped all the sample statistics created by the students.

This process has been tested in the classroom in its first stage. Initially, the simulation was conducted using Excel, by asking students to create random samples from a uniformly distributed population using the function RAND in Excel. Then, the students calculated descriptive statistics of their samples and they reported them back to the professor. Once all the samples were analysed, the professor created a simulated sampling distribution with the sample statistics from the students.

Through several iterations and by changing the sample size, it was evident that the collaboration of the students was a positive addition to this process. The students were able to identify their own samples among all the samples, giving them a better understanding of this process. After performing this exercise, it was also evident that this procedure required improvements. Thus, a simulation was created with an online application that allows the instructor to control the simulation of population data, and it allows the collaboration of the students simultaneously while they create their samples. The benefit of this approach is the collaboration of the students, the expedite feedback they receive, and how easy is to use for the professor. This innovation will provide a teaching tool for statistics professors to improve the learning process of one of the most significant areas of knowledge in the statistics field.

The procedure for the online simulation is as follow. First, we start this process with a pre-test about sampling distributions and the CLT, then we select the type of probability distribution that we want to simulate. After that, we select the sample statistics that we want to evaluate (mean, median, proportion, standard deviation), and the sample size. It is recommended to start with a small sample size such as \( n = 5 \) and in subsequent iterations, move to sample sizes of 20, 30, 50 and 100. Based on the class size, we will determine how many samples are needed from each student. For groups of 50 or more participants, the recommendation is to create up to three samples per student.

At this point, once the instructor provides students with the link and the code to access the simulation, we need to verify that they are connected online. Then, we instruct them to create their samples and their sample statistics, so we can group all together and prepare a histogram with the simulated sampling distribution. After that process is completed, we will show these results to the students and discuss the shape of the histogram. We will repeat the process by creating different combinations between probability distributions and sample size. This process is concluded by summarizing the different iterations of the simulation. We will then discuss how collaboration among peers makes this process more effective and how our findings relate to the theory discussed in class. At the end of this process, a post-test for knowledge check will be given to the students.

4. Results and Discussion

Once we test the online simulation, and based on our experience using Excel, we anticipate that this approach to demonstrate the theoretical principles of sampling distribution and the CLT is effective for any probability distribution as long as the samples are randomly selected and their size is large enough. The general recommendation is to select samples of size \( n \geq 30 \). This will provide a practical example of the Central Limit Theorem, how to understand it and apply it.

This project’s contribution to the topic is twofold. First, students will participate in the simulation, as they collaborate with each other, so the entire group will create an aggregated simulated distribution. That will increase their interest in the process. The benefit is that if students can identify their individual samples and where they are located within the sampling distribution, they can measure as well the quality of their samples through the calculation of standardized scores.

Secondly, when students identify their own samples, and how close or far they are from the parameter of interest, this will allowed them to understand how the confidence level plays a part in the significance of the samples created. This will provide the intuition behind confidence intervals, hypothesis testing and significance of results.

The next stage of this project is to perform an experiment. To set up the experiment, we will randomly assigned different treatments to 4 groups with a pre-test and post-test to measure effects
on learning outcomes. We will randomly assign the groups to each intervention and then control for systematic differences among the elements within these groups through control testing.

One of the groups will be randomly assigned as control group, for which we will teach this topic by demonstration without simulation. Then, treatment 1 will have a simulation by demonstration of the professor; treatment 2 will have simulation generated by each student at the individual level; and treatment 3 will have a simulation by collaboration for which students will create a simulation as a group effort. The objective of this experiment is to isolate and identify if there are differences on these approaches to teach the CLT and the SD principles. The hypothesis is that simulation by collaboration is the most effective approach to help students understand these statistics concepts, which will be assessed with a knowledge test. The procedure is to give all the groups the same assessments and use the same teaching methodology, to control for other differences and to validate if any significant effect is identified on students’ outcomes after using the simulation with collaboration (treatment 3).

5. Conclusions

Through simulation, collaboration among peers, experimentation, and a hands-on-approach, students will understand and they will trust the use of a random sample as a source for inference for the population, under the framework of the sampling distributions and the CLT, making it applicable for any population. The first stage of this project, which has already being tested in the classroom, has demonstrated that the simulation with collaboration provides a good setting to learn these core statistics concepts. The second stage of this project, which implied the creation of an online simulation to improve the effectiveness of this exercise, will be tested using a robust experimental design. Its results will allow us to provide evidence either to validate or to reject the idea that a simulation with collaboration is an effective learning tool to teach core statistics principles. This is a future research path aiming to contribute further to the use of simulations in the statistics field and in higher education.
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